What teachers are saying
about CLASS:
“Kids love art and it really helps
them learn.”
“The instructor was very good with the
students and they were engaged the
whole time!”
“She (the teaching artist) took the time
at each lesson to focus on a key artistic
concept(s) i.e. lines, colors, shapes,
space.”
“I love having someone come in and
teach thoroughly and with a purpose.”

Bring a teaching
artist to your
classroom! Connect,
support and
reinforce your core
curriculum with art
courses by CLASS.
The Central California Art

Association (CCAA) has over

60 years of experience supporting arts in the Central Valley.

The CLASS program brings art to children with engaging

hands-on lessons. We lead a wide variety of age appropriate
projects using a many different concepts and mediums.

Our teaching artists are skilled at presenting visual arts in
a positive and supportive manner. During CLASS courses,

students will see and discuss a diverse range of artists from the
famous to those in our own community. Many lessons integrate
literature and other curriculum topics into the art lesson. The

lessons learned while discussing and making art can translate into
a lifetime of seeing the world through a lens of creativity, close
Rainbow Science, mixing primary colors, Kindergarten
and 1st grade

observation, critical analysis and visual understanding.

How to Schedule Art for Your Classroom
Each art session is approximately one hour and includes a handson activity. Courses can be scheduled to fit your available time and
budget. Full course descriptions may be requested at the email
below, including visual arts standards and connections to literature
and core curriculum.
Fees for CLASS courses are $50 per one-hour session. Schools
may purchase their own materials or have our teaching artists bring
them. Material cost estimates are available on request.

Experimenting with line, shape and color in the style of
Vassily Kandinsky, 3rd grade

To begin scheduling, contact coordinator, Linda Knoll, at
209-247-2626 or email class.ccaa@gmail.com

California Landscape Painting, tempera, 4th grade

Plaster Mask, 6th grade

Class Art In Schools
on Facebook

@class.ccaa
on Instagram

